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Abstract. We recently showed that the energy density of a plasma
is appreciably different than previously thought when high frequency
plasma fluctuations, w ~ kBT[h, are taken into account (M. Opher & R.
Opher, 1999). A change in the primordial plasma energy density changes
the primordial expansion rate of the universe, the neutron temperature
freeze-out, and the primordial nucleosythesis abundances. The change in
the primordial abundances due to the change in the primordial plasma
energy density is evaluated, taking into account the high frequency, as
well as the low frequency fluctuations of the plasma.

The universe at the epoch of primordial nucleosynthesis was an electron
positron plasma at the beginning and, after the electron positron annihilation,
an electron-proton-helium plasma. The energy estimated in the primordial nu-
cleosynthesis epoch is the sum of the energies of all of the particles present in the
primordial soup. In the standard calculation, the energy density of the particles
is obtained by treating the particles as non-interacting, as in an ideal gas. The
photon energy density is estimated to be the energy density of the blackbody in
vacuum (Kolb & Turner 1990).

Recently, we showed that the correction to an ideal gas is greater than
the Debye-Hiickel correction, in the low temperature classical limit (Opher &
Opher 1999). This investigation was made by studying the electromagnetic
fluctuations present in a plasma, where all of the frequencies were included.
The Debye-Hiickel theory is recovered when only fluctuations with frequencies
w < T are included (h == kB == 1). We studied plasmas with temperatures
T == 103 -105 K and densities n == 1013 -1019 em -3, obtaining corrections on the
order of 102 - 1010 times greater than those given by the Debye-Hiickel theory.
We may, therefore, expect that in the epoch of primordial nucleosynthesis, a
similar important correction exists to the energy, as that found for classical low
temperature plasmas (Opher & Opher 1999).

By integrating the spectra in wave number and frequency, we obtain the
energy densities of the magnetic field, PB, and of the transverse and longitudinal
electric fields, PET and PL. We perform the integration of the spectra over
frequency and wave number, without assuming that w < T. For details of the
calculation, see our previous investigation (Opher & Opher 1999).
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To obtain the interaction energy, Pint, we subtract the energy of the particles
due to their own fields from the longitudinal energy density, PL. We previously
found that the transverse energy (summing the transverse electric and magnetic
field energies, PET and PB) has an additional energy, compared to the blackbody
energy density in vacuum. The additional transverse energy is f:i.P'Y = PB+PET-
P'Y , where P'Y is the photon energy density, estimated to be the blackbody energy
density in vacuum.

Adding the interaction energy Pint to f:i.P'Y' we obtain the total change in
the energy density due to the transverse and longitudinal components, Pnew =
f:i.P'Y + Pint· We calculate Pnew for the primordial electron-positron plasma for
3 x 109 K < T < 1.3 X 1010 K. Pnew is also calculated for low temperatures,
after the electron-positron annihilation, when we have an electron-proton-helium
plasma. After annihilation, the density drops by a factor of 1010 . Therefore, Pnew
will be negligble for low temperatures. We find that Pnew rv -10%p'Y and goes
to zero at lower temperatures. This is consistent with our previous analysis at
low temperatures (Opher & Opher 1999), where we found that Pnew is positive.

It is interesting to note that the ratio Pnew / Ppart over this range of tem-
peratures and densities (i.e., between T = 3.5 X 109 K and T = 1.3 X 1010 K)
is approximately constant (rv -0.33), where Ppart is the energy density of the
particles, Ppart = (3/2)nT. The maximum variation is rv 2%. Thus, we can
write Pnew ~ -0.33((3/2)nT), valid for all temperatures.

We found that the energy content is rv -10% less than previously thought.
A decrease of P'Y by 10% acts like a decrease in the number of relativistic neu-
trinos from N; = 3.0 to N; = 2.6, which predicts a decrease in the theoretical
abundance of helium Y (Theor.). This is in agreement with the results presented
at this meeting. Whereas the standard model (with low deuterium abundance)
predicts Y (Theor.)=0.245, Viegas and Gruenwald (2000) report at this meeting
that observations of HII extragalactic regions (taking into account their inho-
mogeneity) indicate that Y (Observ.)=0.241 and Peimbert (2000) reports at
this meeting, as well, that observations of the Magellanic Clouds indicate that
Y(Observ.)=0.236
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